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Abstract—Currently most universities have Online-learning 
environments ready to be remotely accessed through the 
internet. Remote labs have emerged as a viable alternative 
for developing skills and to learn how to deal with laborato-
ry instruments in the absence of real labs. Remote labs can 
provide remote access to hardware and simulators, and can 
allow students to perform experiments without time and 
location restrictions. In addition, they provide the necessary 
guidance and also constrain user operation in order to avoid 
dangerous situations (both from set-up integrity and from 
the user’s point of view).In this paper, we describe a hierar-
chical model of a remote lab for analog communication that 
is focused for undergraduate and engineering students. The 
lab brings together a two level learning approach. i). A basic 
device level approach for new users and ii). An advanced 
block level approach for advanced users. Features like on-
demand service, virtual breadboard, interactive instrument 
panels and supporting supplementary materials, makes our 
lab the right candidate to be used in e-learning. The lab is 
currently being used for e-learning at distance education 
centers of the university.  

Index Terms—Remote Laboratory, Analog communication, 
e-Learning 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
e-Learning or computer-based remote learning is a po-

tential solution to the knowledge crisis in our society. In 
order to acquire practical competence in engineering edu-
cation, experimentation on actual equipment in labs is 
important and in the case of e-learning it becomes all the 
more necessary. The most attractive feature of e-learning 
is that it is student-centered. It accommodates individual 
preferences and needs and empowers students of various 
backgrounds to have equal access to the best resources 
and referral material, lecture sessions, tutoring [1]. 

Today, e-learning offers a variety of services such as 
building and designing training courses, offering web-
based programs for learning and content management 
[2].The change in education system and the increase in the 
knowledge requirement have created significant changes 
inthe way the learning process takes place. These days, 
there is a constant need to improve our skills, to keep our 
knowledge up-to-date and to obtain knowledge on new 
topics – especially in the case of higher level studies, 
where technology is constantly evolving [3].  

Despite all the advances in e-learning, it is still deficit 
in providing an essential aspect of engineering i.e. labora-
tory education [4-5]. Development of remote labs is an 
important step towards providing a complete knowledge 

framework to the students and enrichment of society. Re-
mote labs are envisaged as tele-operation of real laborato-
ries, since it allows students to obtain practical knowledge 
without the space and time constraints of classical face-to 
face education. 

There has been considerable growth in the area of Re-
mote labs in the past decade. Remote labs have been de-
veloped in almost all the streams of education e.g. robot-
ics, chemical, mechanical, electronic etc [6-8]. Some of 
these labs are designed to be used for complex tasks and 
require a lot of prior knowledge [11] of the subject and 
practice from the student’s end. Hence, it becomes diffi-
cult for an average student to work on these labs in the 
absence of any guidance. It is necessary to convey these 
complex experiments in a more familiar manner, so that 
they are understood by even a sophomore student [9]. 
This opens up a need to develop a hierarchical model of 
these kind of labs that can be utilized equally well by av-
erage as well as above average students. This demands 
that the structure and the architecture of remote labs 
should be inspired from fundamental educational system 
models [10]. 

Analog communication is an important subject in engi-
neering. It covers the current and advanced concepts of 
analog communication that have been implemented in 
modern world applications. A Block diagram approach is 
mostly adopted in this regard [12]. Some students find it 
difficult to understand the block diagram approach. There-
fore, providing analog communication experiments in 
remote environment requires a more sophisticated mecha-
nism so that it is easily understood by all students. 

Several labs have been proposed for analog communi-
cation that follows the block diagram approach. However, 
none of them talks about a hierarchical model and design, 
that provides knowledge, application, synthesis and eval-
uation to the students at the same time. These steps are 
quite essential for remote labs to function properly in an 
e-learning environment. Analog Communication experi-
ments like modulation, demodulation etc. are traditionally 
conducted using a breadboard and electronic components. 
We have used Emona DATEx board (Plug-in module for 
NI-ELVIS) to provide access to analog communication 
[16], we have introduced a methodology where these ex-
periments can be experiments. To provide access to com-
munication experiments using Device Level approach, we 
have introduced a methodology where these experiments 
can be performed using analog devices e.g. registers, ca-
pacitors and inductors.   
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Another feature of these laboratories is Multi-user 
scalability [9]. A major limitation faced by the remote 
laboratories today is scalability. Since the methodology 
used to convert a real lab to remote lab is usually simply 
automating the existing experiment without any regard to 
exploiting the technology for scalability, this ensures that 
the limitations faced by real labs i.e. ‘one user at a time’ 
also become a limiting factor for remote labs. In our lab, 
because of the multi-user scalability introduced, multiple 
users working on the lab get an ‘illusion of parallelism’ 
since they get their results ‘on demand’ without any re-
quirement for booking slots for exclusive access to in-
struments. In this paper in section II we discuss the hierar-
chical model for analog communication remote lab. In 
section III, we describe the architectural details, hardware 
implementation and software design and GUI of the inno-
vative methodology. In section IV, we discuss about our 
mathematical approach using an example experiment and 
comparison of experimental results between the two ap-
proaches. In section V, we discuss about the deployment 
of these labs in e-learning environment. In section VI, we 
point out some of the current and future challenges with 
remote labs development 

II. ANALOG COMMUNICATION HIERARCHICAL MODEL  
Every step towards the development and design of any 

technology needs inspiration and motivation from past 
work and futuristic imaginations. Every system has to 
adapt basic rules initially before building itself complex 
and to be used for more complicated tasks. Best example 
for this is the human brain that develops itself in a hierar-
chical manner, from first cortical layer to the sixth layer; 
every layer encompasses an additional dimension, helping 
in understanding complex tasks. Blooms taxonomy is an 
example for classification of educational learning objec-
tives. Its goal is to focus on affective, cognitive and prac-
tical improvements of students. We have modulated six 
levels of blooms taxonomy in remote labs perspective.  

1. Knowledge: This level is the lowest level of thinking 
requiring the least cognitive effort. It is defined as 
the remembering concepts learned in the past.  

2. Comprehension: This level focuses on students’ 
ability to comprehend new information presented to 
them and translate the information from one form in-
to another.  

3. Application: This level requires students to use the 
new knowledge that was learnt in new or different 
situations, such as in a simulated or real workplace 
setting.  

4. Analysis: This level develops creative skills within 
the students as it requires to compare their outcomes 
with other possible outcomes.  

5. Synthesis: This level is often seen as the opposite of 
Analysis. It involves the capability to assemble indi-
vidual components to create a new design.  

6. Evaluation: This level of thinking requires students 
to evaluate or review the value or relative worth of 
ideas or objects based on predetermined criteria.  

 

In this model, educational objectives of a system have 
been discussed. We have followed this design to derive 
analog communication remote lab. We have argued two 
different approaches in this context. 

a). Block Diagram Approach: in this approach, ana-
log communication concepts are learned using mathemat- 

 
Figure 1.  Pyramid depicts various levels of thinking that we can im-

plement 

ical equations where students can easily implement theo-
retical concepts in labs by using block diagram approach 
and used as standard notations in text books to describe 
mathematical equations. This approach is easier for the 
higher level students and for designing complex circuits. 
We have used NI ELVIS II and Emona DATEx in this 
context. DATEx board consists all the required blocks to 
perform analog communication experiments. 

b). Device Level Approach: This approach follows 
traditional components e.g. registers, capacitors etc.  Stu-
dents can utilize these components in building up com-
munication experiments as they learnt in their class. This 
is more fundamental type of approach that integrates the 
methodologies for both higher level and lower grade stu-
dents. We have used LXI instruments to develop commu-
nication remote lab in device level approach that delivers 
these experiments not only in traditional ‘one-equipment-
one-user’ mode but also provides multi-user scalability. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION  

A. Lab Architecture 
Client-Server Architecture [13, 18] as shown in Figure2 

describes the design for block diagram approach using 
ELVIS DATEx bundle and more common device level 
approach based on LXI methodology.  This architecture 
provides a mechanism to build scalable model for these 
approaches that is nowhere else found in state of the art 
remote labs literature. It also eliminates the requirement of 
LabVIEW runtime engine on client’s end. This architec-
ture classifies two different mechanisms for device level 
and block level approaches. It utilizes virtualization and 
cloud computing concepts to design a scalable model of 
these labs. Queuing mechanism has been implemented 
that pipelines the user requests in FIFO manner.  In inter-
active mode, client has to book a slot and owns the com-
plete hardware control. However, in batch mode client’s 
don’t have access to real instrument panels. For this pur-
pose, interactive panels are designed that looks like the 
real instrument panels and provides illusion of parallel-
ism. These panels have buttons and graphics that looks 
like the clone of real panel and gives students a feel of a 
traditional instrument. 

Remote labs utilize high end instrumentation in their 
development, which costs much more than traditional lab  
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Figure 2.  Remote lab architecture including instrument protocols and servers for analog communication labs elaborating use of virtualized servers 

and data flow mechanism 

instruments. Now the challenge remains the scalability of 
these labs to justify their development cost. In this con-
text, iLabs architecture [15] has been developed which is 
a three tiered model, consisting of lab clients, service bro-
ker and lab servers. However, this architecture is only 
valid for batched experiments.  Sahara [19] provides a 
common integrated platform for remote laboratories to be 
accessed and shared among institutions. Cloud computing 
can be used as a solution of handling multiple-users and 
resource sharing in client\server architecture. Since, it 
provides a promising approach to overcome some of the 
drawbacks of client/server architecture. Due to its elastici-
ty, cloud computing paradigm is suitable to solve the 
problem of scalability in remote labs. Cloud computing 
follows the utility computing model of pay-per-rent model 
allowing users to pay for the services they actually use 

B. Hardware Design 
In order to perform communications experiments in a 

remote environment, there is a need for eliminating the 
user interface needed to perform the required connections 
and to provide extendibility to wiring circuits from client-
side, which is accomplished by using Agilent LXI switch-
ing matrix. Figure 3. depicts the hardware setup of DA-
TEx board. 

1) Relay Matrix 
Wiring up an arbitrary circuit sitting at a remote loca-

tion requires configuring a interface, a switching process 
that can work in backend controlling wired components. 
Switching matrix has been utilized for this purpose, it 
eliminates the need to wire up user defined circuit on 
server side in remote lab. It is basically a LXI switch ma-
trix device. Typically it has 8 rows by 64 columns (8 x 64) 

or a similar combination. The devices to be used in exper-
iments along with instruments are put on the columns.  
Rows and columns form a grid and each point on the grid 
(row, column) has a relay. The rows are not connected to 
the columns but any point can be shorted by closing its 
relay. Thus by closing specific relays, selected devices 
can be connected in any desired topology, thus matching 
the circuit to be drawn. Information about the devices and 
their placements on the columns is recorded in a configu-
ration file. This configuration file contains information 
about the device, its parameters and the column numbers 
where the device is connected. Table given below shows 
the sample netlist file. 

TABLE I.   
SAMPLE NETLIST FILE, DESCRIBING THE ROWS AND COLUMN 

PARAMETERS 

Netlist  Text :-  
FUNGEN1 name=f1 p=wire4 n=wire3 "" 
C1 name=cro1 p=wire1 n=wire2  "" 
RESISTOR name=inst0 p=wire4 n=wire0 r=R5 
RESISTOR name=inst1 p=wire0 n=wire1 r=R2 
List of row and clown of netlist :- 
Node, column            => relay number 
--------------------------------------- 
 Node 1  Column 61    => 1161 
 Node 2  Column 64    => 1264 
 Node 3  Column 63    => 1363 
 Node 4  Column 64    => 1464 
 Node 1  Column 9    => 1109 
 Node 5  Column 10    => 1510 
 Node 5  Column 3    => 1503 
 Node 3  Column 4    => 1304 
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Figure 3.  DATEx hardware setup of analog communication lab 

2) Relay configuration file:  
Each relay in the relay matrix is recognized by a re-

layId. This implies each (row, column) point corresponds 
to a relayId. The relay configuration file contains a map-
ping for each (row, column) to its relayId. The relay con-
figuration file helps the system to remain independent of 
the underlying relay matrix hardware. If the hardware 
changes or the relay mapping changes, only relay configu-
ration needs to be updated. 

3) Board configuration file: 
 Information about the devices and their placements on 

the columns is recorded in a configuration file. The board 
configuration file contains information about the device, 
its parameters (e.g., 10K for resistor), and the column 
numbers where the device is connected. 

To develop remote lab for block diagram approach us-
ing DATEx bundle, Cygwin interface has been created, 
that communicates between Web Server and LabVIEW 
server using SSH protocol. LabVIEW VI’s are converted 
into DLL’s (Dynamic Link Library) that executes on Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio. DLL functions have been created 
inside MS visual studio for functioning of the ELVIS 
VI’s. LabVIEW server resides behind the reverse proxy 
server to protect instruments from outside attacks. 

To develop remote lab for device level approach, LXI 
methodology has been adopted. That provides several in 
built features i.e. web server, standard communication 
drivers etc. The set of equipment available for a remote 
user are  

(i) Digital Storage Oscilloscopes 
(ii) Arbitrary Waveform Generators  
(iii) Spectrum Analyzers 
(iv) Programmable Power supplies 
(v) Programmable Variable Resistances 
(vi) Digital Multimeter  

 

These equipment use state of the art technology called 
LXI (LAN extension for Instrumentation) that makes it 
possible to use the full capacity of the instrument through 
internet access both in terms of instrument control but also 
in the form of observing the outcome in real time [14]. 
The use of such equipment not only a gives a student ac-
cess to an experiment but also trains him/her to state of 
the art of instrument protocols which are rarely available 
to a sophomore.

Students are provided a real breadboard like screen 
where they can wire up any arbitrary circuit. Netlist file is 
generated consisting of circuit and instrument parameters 
that are decoded on the server. Instruments are communi-
cated through SCPI C commands executed through com-
mand line. Parameters are sent to the instruments along 

with these commands that execute, and send back the re-
sults to the web server within a second. All the responses 
are then sent to the client through HTTP server protocol 
using applet-server URL data transfer. Stress test was 
performed to observe the total hardware execution time 
using this mechanism which was found around one se-
cond. 

C. Software Design 
1) Virtualization Software 
Software utilities adopted to build remote labs are 

equally important as hardware. All the virtualization soft-
ware is done in HTML, JavaScript, Java, and LabVIEW 
and in Perl language. Remote lab workspace has been 
designed using java applet. The HTML, JavaScript and 
the Java reside in the Web server and the Perl language 
compiler resides in the controller portion. The Web-based 
software, written in HTML, JavaScript, and Java, inte-
grates the virtual breadboard, components, and instru-
ments. SCPI C commands are used to communicate be-
tween server and instruments. MVC (model view control-
ler) architecture has been implemented that separates code 
designed for client side request and server side processing. 
LabVIEW customized soft panels are designed for NI 
ELVIS. To provide accessibility to DATEx blocks, soft 
panel has been designed that consist all the controllable 
knobs given on the DATEx board. To display acquired 
data from oscilloscope, animated version of oscilloscope 
has been designed that makes no difference from real 
view. Figure 4 shows the animated designs of oscillo-
scope and DATEx controls. Function generator soft panel 
has also been designed to select waveforms and parame-
ters from client browser. 

 
Figure 4.  Upper panel shows the DATEx knobs and lower panels is 

for animated oscilloscope 
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2) Virtual Breadboard 
Sitting at a remote location it may not be possible for 

students to manipulate the components and wire a circuit 
with their fingers in the remote laboratory, however, using 
these labs one can operate a type of circuit-wiring tool, i.e. 
a relay switching matrix, to physically wire up electronics 
circuits at the host laboratory site using Internet access 
and by means of a conventional lookalike “virtual bread-
board” GUI on the Web. Figure 5 shows a typical Web-
based “virtual breadboard” for device based remote lab 
and Figure 6 shows user interface for block based remote 
lab, which is a photograph of a real breadboard. The com-
ponent box at the top of the breadboard shows the set of 
electronic components available in the selected lab ses-
sion.  

The user is able to drag and drop any components over 
the virtual breadboard as desired to accomplish the neces-
sary wiring. When the user completes the circuit and 
presses a “run” button, the software at the host analyzes 
the circuit to extract a net-list i.e. determines which hard-
ware pins are connected together. The pin connections 
represent nodes. The circuit may be wired (correctly or 
incorrectly) on any portion of the virtual breadboard on 
the Web but the software turns on only the appropriate 
relays to connect the circuit wired on the virtual bread-
board. 

Remote labs web-page appears like a dashboard that 
shows a summarized view of all involved instruments and 
a virtual breadboard. The representative buttons provide a 
way to open up elaborate front panels of the measurement 
instruments, while the display panels of these  instruments 

 
Figure 5.  Front page of device level communication remote lab 

 
Figure 6.  Front page of block level communication remote lab 

convey essential information for quick view. Background 
software ensures electrical rules and breadboard topology 
are encoded so as to extract an electrical circuit from the 
virtual breadboard GUI. Helpful buttons below the bread-
board provide the facilities for saving a wired breadboard, 
loading a stored circuit, and running a circuit on real 
hardware. The interface is greatly simplified by using a 
graphical interface to allow the students to experience the 
frustrations and hands-on experiences of a real-world la-
boratory environment. A student trained on these virtual 
panels is not likely to feel out of place in a real laboratory.  

IV. AMPLITUDE MODULATION EXAMPLE  
Amplitude modulation is most commonly used in elec-

tronics and communication. We will illustrate amplitude 
modulation experiment using device level approach as 
well as more specific block diagram approach. Figure 7 
shows the diagram for amplitude modulation using device 
level and block diagram approach.  

From this diagram, we have shown how we can synthe-
size a device level experiment design and compare it with 
block level experiment design. The block diagram for 
analog communication is little different that is traditional-
ly used as shown in figure 8. In this example we have 
replaced multiplier block with rectifier and band pass fil-
ter so that the two diagrams becomes irreversible to each 
other. After this we measured the results with this new 
circuit diagram that we found similar to the results of tra-
ditional amplitude modulation circuit diagram.  

Here we have demonstrated this example to elaborate 
the basic concept behind amplitude modulation, so that it 
becomes easy for any student to understand the concept 
when he/she goes through the block diagram of any spe-
cific experiment. This kind of approach enhances students 
creative skills and evaluating the concepts that he/she has  

 
Figure 7.  Synthesized diagram for amplitude modulation on device 
level and block level, block level diagram has been recreated to com-

pare with the device based diagram 
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Figure 8.  Traditional circuit block diagram of amplitude modulation 

 
Figure 9.  Results of modulation percentage displayed on oscilloscope 

screens 

learnt in class. In short these two approaches together 
builds up a framework that helps to understand the basic 
fundamentals in an easier manner behind any complex 
system. 

To verify the output results of the experiment, we per-
formed amplitude modulation on both remote labs. We 
calculated modulation percentage in both scenarios using:

 
We got the following results as shown in figure 9 for 

both scenarios that found to be almost same. Modulation 

index in case of block level was measured around 34% 
and in device level was computed around 35%. 

V. DEPLOYMENT AND FIELD TESTING 
To test the feasibility of these labs in distance learning, 

we chose to deliver these remote labs facility to the stu-
dents of distanced located centers of the university. Re-
mote labs are scheduled in their curricula and students get 
24 hour access to these labs. Initially, training session was 
conducted for students to provide an idea of accessing 
remote labs. Students were given all prior knowledge re-
quired to work on remote labs. After that, every student 
was asked to perform experiment from his/her interest. In 
our initial study we found students very comfortable with 
the design of remote labs that we have developed. Be-
cause the user interface designed generally [12] for re-
mote labs quite differs from real labs. Another benefit that 
we observed was multiple students can perform their own 
experiment simultaneously unlike the real lab where the 
faculty demonstrates on hardware and students have to 
wait until the previous one finishes. Students were also 
agreed with the accuracy of results that they got on remote 
labs. We also conducted final viva-voice session using 
remote labs and video conferencing to test the feasibility 
of these labs in conducting practical examination. Exter-
nal examination was conducted for the students studying 
in distance learning and initial reports are found to be fa-
vorable in this context.  

VI. CHALLENGES & INNOVATIONS 
Early development of remote labs was confronted with 

several technological hurdles. Initially the challenge was 
the programmability and optimization of these labs. To be 
able to provide close to real life experience remotely was 
the main objective. Now we see, remote labs utilize high 
end instrumentation that can be accessed from anywhere. 
Now we see remote labs being developed for almost every 
field in education from electronics to robotics and me-
chanics. Development of these labs has certainly been 
advantageous to students and universities. However these 
labs still face few challenges. Some of the challenges are: 

1. Scalability: Most remote labs are built to handle one 
student at a time. Therefore they need slot booking of 
typically 1 hr per slot. If a student needs to do 10 labs 
a semester then every student needs one day of 10hrs 
in 6 months. That implies at most 150 students can 
perform experiments using remote labs in every se-
mester. This is not very promising given the fact that 
remote labs cost nearly 10-100 times more than a re-
al lab. 

2. Communication protocols: Information exchanged 
between devices on a network is governed by set of 
rules and conventions. Different devices may follow 
different protoclos for exchanging information and 
data retrieval. These devices have to communicate 
with each other using shared transmission media. 
This transmission depends on different hardware and 
operating systems. So there is need to evolve some 
standard communication protocols for remote labs 
that work well in heterogeneous environment.. 

3. Maintanence: Another challenge with remote labs is 
their maintanence. Once a remote lab has been de-
veloped and deployed successfully, it demands engi-
neers and experts to troubleshoot errors and issues 
that occur at running time. This is because remote 
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labs utilize standard instruments that require calibra-
tion from time to time. Also, they need to be main-
tained because they use expensive equipment dam-
age to whichhave huge cost implication to the host 
institution. 

 

In addition to the existing benefits that remote labs pro-
vide, some innovations, if done, could further enhance 
their utility and accessibility. Some of these innovations 
include: 

1. Developing Collaborative Frameworks: With an 
immense growth in remote labs and universities in-
vesting huge amount of money on virtualization of 
laboratories, developing collaborative frameworks 
would be a great advantage. These will provide shar-
ing of resources between different institutions and 
will help in cost reduction in providing remote lab 
services. 

2. Integration with LMS: Remote labs support a stu-
dent-centric approach and provide students an envi-
ronment where they can freely apply theoretical con-
ceptsto practical use. If there is some sort of supple-
mentary material provided with remote labs, students 
can utilize it to learn new theoretical concepts and 
confirm their practical applicability at the same time. 
Therefore, integrating remote labs with learning 
management systems can be quite beneficial from 
their utilization point of view. 

3. Remote labs for physically disabled students: A lot 
of work has been doneto develop remote labs, mainly 
to provide access to equipment and experiments to 
students who are either located at remote places, or 
to those students who do not have any lab facilities 
available. However, there are still a section of under-
priveldged students, with physical disabilities, who 
can neither work on physical nor on remote labs, due 
to their physical limitations. To cater to their special 
needs new methodologies need to be discovered. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In comparison with traditional e-contents (virtual Class-

rooms, e-projects) remote laboratory conception implies 
additional difficulties. These difficulties are due to tele-
operation requirements providing touch and feel of a real 
lab. The user must be given the ownership of the hard-
ware where he/she can design and execute an experiment 
of choice that includes all the pitfalls of real lab experi-
ment i.e. making wrong wiring, debugging a circuit etc. In 
this work, we presented a model for analog communica-
tion remote lab to be used in traditional block diagram 
approach as well as device level approach that allows stu-
dents to design, synthesize and evaluate their work.   
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